The last decade has seen the beginning of a great debate about American real estate development, one that that has raised profound questions about how we build our metropolitan areas. On the one hand there is what has been called "conventional" development; predicated on the fulfillment of the market's desire for privacy, convenience and accessibility by automobile, it has led to the unprecedented sprawling of America. On the other, there is a growing chorus of critics of conventional development, proponents of community building, environmental sustainability and multiple transportation options. In the practice of American real estate development, these reform strategies have been called "New Urbanism," "smart growth," or "sustainable development." 43 <n > (0 Q 06 k. (D o> S C <1>
Proponents and developers of such alternative projects are constantly confronted by the difficulty of financing them. The financial markets are by necessity conservative; the lack of a proven track record of successful projects means that virtually all alternative developments being planned today will have difficulty obtaining equity and debt financing. In addition, alternative projects appear to perform financially in a fimdamentally different way than do conventional developments. Applying conventional financing techniques will not only be difficult but will hurt the abUity of the projects to meet the social, environmental, market, and ultimately the financial goals of their sponsors.
Conventional financing puts a significant hurdle in front of innovative developments, and ignores a rich source of financial return that would be highly valued by the appropriate investors. Unfortunately, there is at present no way for these investors to evaluate these opportunities; they are blinded by methodologies and a mindset that was created forand therefore encourages and rewardsconventional development. This essay will contribute to removing those blinders by examining the implications of conventional investment expectations. It will then suggest financial strategies that could reward and encourage "New Urbanist," "smart," or "sustainable" development projects.
Financing Conventional Development
For the past 40 years, business schools have been teaching discounted cash flow (DCF) methodologies for comparing alternative investments. DCF and its various derivatives, such as net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR), are means by which different projected cash flows over time can be easily compared with one another to select the highest yielding alternative.
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The assumption behind DCF calculations is that a doUar tomorrow is worth less than a dollar today. This difference is the "opportunity cost" of the 5 dollar, the amount that has been foregone by being unable to invest that 3 money. The amount an investment dollar falls in value over time is a factor of 5 the "discount rate," a percentage rate determined by the cost of capital (the Z interest rate charged by lenders) and by an investor's expectations of financial return. A quite common discount rate employed by real estate investors is p 15%; this rate assumes an interest rate on borrowed funds of 7%-8% and an 2 expected profit return of 7%-8%. The discount rate is a means of measuring LL the risk of the investment: the higher the discount rate, the higher the probable risk. With this rate one can evaluate the projected cash flow of a potential investment. For example, using a 1 5% discount rate, a dollar received one year from now is $.85 in "current" dollars, $.44 after five years and only $.20 if received after 10 years.
Internal rate of return is a DCF methodology for determining a specific percentage value of a projected cash flow. In essence, the IRR is the discount rate at which the cash flow would be equal to the initial investment in current dollars. IRR is the most common method of evaluating a real estate investment. For a real estate development of moderate risk, the acceptable range for the IRR is between 15% and 20% per year. For riskier investments, this can rise to 35%. As the perceived risk of an investment increases, so does the IRR expectation. Most conventional project types, for example, which have a long and well documented track record, would need a relatively low expected IRR to obtain financing, while a project with less of a track record would need a higher one. This results in a higher cost of capital that could make the project unfeasible. year plus the sales price, estimated as 10 times the annual cash flow. The first is a short-term investment that is sold after seven years, while the second is a mid-term investment that is sold after 15 years. The amount of each initial investment is the same, but the short-term example shows more immediate cash flow. The mid-term example, in contrast, shows returns that are less attractive in the first few years but which improve significantly after the seventh.
The short-term investment has a higher IRR than the mid-term, and would be selected by most investors. This is because the mid-term return, when brought back to current dollars, represents only a fraction of its value in year 10 and beyond: the $23 income projected in year 10 is only worth $4.53 in current dollars. Investors therefore have an incentive to favor those projects that produce short-term cash flow, regardless of the impact on mid-term cash flow.
This short-term bias has had an immen.se impact on the character and quality of the built environment. Primarily because it views the world through DCF lenses, Wal-Mart is wifling to enter new markets with a 60,000 The buildings occupy 20% of the site and are set back from the street; the balance of the land is surface parking. The location, with a minimum of 20,000 people living within a three-mile radius, will have demographic characteristics appropriate for the particular supermarket chain.
The center will be sited on an intersection, with one of the streets having at least 20,000 cars per day passing by. It will preferably be on the "going-home" side of the street.
Neighborhood centers throughout the country are built according to this formula; the only difference is superficial ornamentation such as roof tiles in California, Colonial cupolas in Virginia or art deco color schemes in Florida. If a proposed neighborhood center fits this formula, it can easily obtain relatively inexpensive financing in the current market. If it deviates, however, it will encounter difficuhies. Even if financing can actually be found, it wUl be more expensive than a conventional project, and therefore less likely to be financially feasible.
The need for such standardized real estate products has increased in the 1990s, since much of the demand for financing in this decade has been satisfied by equity and debt from Wall Street. While life insurance companies, pension funds and banks still play a major role in real estate finance, Wall Street financial "instruments," whether they are real estate investment trusts or securitized mortgages, set the definitions for real estate products. These products are judged to be "conforming."
As shown in Table 2 , conformance has lead to a short list of real estate products that are acceptable for Wall Street and the rest of mainstream financial providers. This list of acceptable products may change in response to market conditions or overbuilding in certain geographic markets, but holds as a general rule. Of the income-oriented products, all but twourban entertainment and high-density rental apartmentsare conventional development located along or near strip commercial corridors. It is not that Wall Street is fundamentally "opposed" to innovative products, though; it is just that it has little experience with them.
The combination of discounted cash flow methodologies, with its short-term return bias, and Wall Street's need for standardized real estate products leads to a financial machine that creates sprawling strip commercial and sub-division housing. It creates the social and environmental problems of our suburbian development patterns, of which the inconvenience caused by constant traffic is only one. Yet this does not have to continue: there are financial and urban opportunities in differently structured developments.
The Values in Alternative Development Proposals
Most alternative development approaches have one thing in common: they are pedestrian-oriented. Clustered developments, as an alternative and supplement to conventional development, appear to have substantial mar- 
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Calthorpe Associates ket, environmental, and public policy support. However, they also pose significant challenges. Pedestrian-oriented developments must include a complex mix of many different uses within walking distanceabout a quarter-mile.
Additionally, people need multiple transportation options to get to and around the clustered development, while cars still have to be parked in structures that are expensive to build but must be plentiful and cheap for users. Furthermore, complex, pedestrian-oriented development requires a critical mass; otherwise, there is no reason to walk in the first place. This critical mass takes at least three to five years, assuming that no real estate recession interferes with the project growth. As the development struggles to create the critical mass, it generally requires additional investment and/or generates less cash flow than a conventional development. For example, Seaside began selling its eighth acre lots in 1982 for $15,000, and only sold twenty in the first two years. However, when a streetscape of built houses at a human scale emerged, supported by significant retail within walking distance, potential buyers could see the value of what was being created. As the critical mass was reached, around 1985, it became apparent that Seaside would be successful and the sales pace and prices escalated.
The last lot of the 300-lot town sold for $500,000 in 1999 while the downtown was appraised for $60 million in 1998. Given that the property was only worth a million dollars when the project began and was located on the so-called "Redneck Riviera," the current value of the downtown is testament to the appeal of new urbanist development. Seaside is perhaps one of the most financially successful resort projects ever developed, and the reason for its success is undoubtedly its innovativeness. Yet even today, obtaining financing for a Seaside would face significant obstacles. Conventional underwriters do not view the mid-term to long-term value that it creates as being important.
Match Appropriate Investors with Appropriate Types of Returns in c 5 Conventional development tends to limit consumer choice; one can 3 shop along a 1980s commercial strip or along a 1990s commercial strip. As 5 Tom Wolfe said in his recent book, A Man in Full, commenting on the infamous American commercial strip, "The only way you could tell you were leaved ing one community and entering another was when the franchises started § repeating." The same narrow range of choices is available for buyers of, say, c new middle or upper-middle end housing. One can have a single-family housê in a $200,000 neighborhood or one can have a single-family home in a $300,000 neighborhood.
This narrowing of choices has taken place for financial investors as well. There are many different types of real estate investors with many different needs. There are banks that are looking to make construction loans for a short period of time or package permanent loans for immediate resale to the secondary loan market. There are publicly-traded real estate investment trusts that have a short, mid, and long-term need for sustainable cash flow. There are foundations, university endowments, insurance companies, and pension funds that have well defined, predictable, mid and long-term forecasts of their cash flow needs. This latter group, for example, is the largest single category of real estate investors. Yet everyone of the above investors, and their business-schooltrained real estate advisors, use the same methodology, and the same list of "conforming" products, to evaluate investments. "One size fits all!"
The real goal, then, is to match appropriate investors with the appropriate investment. A possible solution borrows a concept from the commercial mortgage backed securities industry, a multi-hundred billion dollar secondary market for commercial loans. Various "pieces" of the debt ot an individual project, so-called "tranches," are divided according to the risk associated with each of them. For instance, the first position loan (the A tranch), is the loan that will be paid off before all others. It has the lowest yield and hence the lowest price because of its relative lack of risk. The mezzanine piece (the B tranch) is paid off next. It has higher risk and is therefore priced with a higher yield.
Time tranches could be introduced to match investors who have different investment horizons with the appropriate "piece" of an investment. An example is shown in Table 3 . In it, the various cost elements of a project are divided into three categories: building development (the vertical piece), land development and parking (the horizontal piece), and land. Each of these pieces has a different cost associated with it, and is associated with a different investment time-frame.
Investors who want to get in and out within five years will receive the bulk of the cash flow during the first five years. Since they employ DCF methodologies, they probably do not value the midto long-term cash flows anyway. The percentage of projected cash flow is determined by that amount required to achieve, for instance, a 20% IRR on invested equity. The beauty in this from an urban design perspective is that only 65% of the costs of a project g The investors most likely to re-evaluate their approach to real estatẽ investment are charitable foundations. Many of the country's largest founda-_g tions, including MacArthur, Rockefeller, Surdna, Packard, Hewlett, Mellon, 5 and Mines, are focused on New Urbanism, smart growth, and sustainable 5 development. The environmental and social concerns of sprawl motivate these Z concerns. By bridging the gap between the money making side of the foundag' tion and the programmatic side of grant making, foundations can make innog vative real estate investments from the asset base of the foundation. One does 2 not want to minimize the difficulty of bridging between the two sides of a LL foundation. However, instead of investing the assets of the foundation in conventional developmentthat is, to make short-term returns that are then given to various smart growth initiatives which in turn attempt to curb conventional developmentinvestments could become congruent with the mission of the foundation. In essence, the foundations can do well by doing good while earning a superior midto long-term return. This model is more than a theoretical one; Arcadia Land Company, for example, is involved in the redevelopment of downtown Albuquerque. Arcadia knew it needed mid-term investors, because it recognized that a minimum of three to five years would be necessary to achieve the critical mass necessary to make the downtown viable. It turned to the McCune Charitable Foundation, the largest New Mexico-based foundation. Supporters of smart growth through the foundation's program, the executive director and the board decided to invest $5 million of equity in the downtown Albuquerque effort, fully expecting to receive superior returns after year five. As a side benefit, the foundation began to redirect some of its grant making to organizations that support smart growth and downtown revitalization, such as 1000 Friends of New Mexico. These grants will support the foundation's investment, and are completely consistent with its programmatic mission.
The initial conceptualization of sustainable development, smart grovrth and New Urbanism gave very little thought to how these alternatives could be financed. It has now become evident that if these paradigms are to succeed at the daunting task of changing how America builds, they must also fundamentally change how we finance real estate. In the end, alternative developments must provide mid-and long-term returns superior to conventional development. Only that will encourage investors to take the risk of trying something different.
